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Located at sector- 107 Noida, Lotus 300 has been developed covering 17.5 acres of land. The
project is built adjacent to IT space and Metlife SEZ ensuring numerous location advantages. The
project mainly comprises 3/4 BHK luxury apartments that are available in sizes ranging from 3650
sq. ft., 4300 sq. ft. and 5300 sq. ft.. These dream homes are designed by professional architects to
create a distinctive way of living to make a difference. The facilities available for the residents keep
this place most desired to lead an easy going life. Further, the ambiance and surroundings of these
luxury houses give you the pleasure of living with utmost luxuries of life. These 3/4 Bedroom
Apartments in Noida are three side open allowing proper ventilation and natural sunlight without
affecting the privacy of residents.

No one ever compromise on any factor while looking for a home for family. The 3C Lotus 300, Noida
is something than can make your life very pleasant and luxurious. Keeping this in view, the 3C has
come up with its new project in the heart of Noida. Owing to these factors, Lotus 300 Noida sector-
107 is counted among the most preferred choices of the potential investors. These residences are
facilitated with advanced amenities that make your living luxurious. Some of the highlights of these
luxury apartments are landscaped gardens, 24*7 power backup, security surveillance, parking
facility and availability of schools, institutions and hospitals in the vicinity. The location of these
apartments gives an edge to the residents keeping them connected with the major parts of the city.
The location advantages of these residences ensure easy connectivity with Noida Expressway,
FNG and Metro Station. These advanced amenities have proved to be beneficial in matching the
expectations of the clients and making the same fulfilled.
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